TS and ADHD are common neuropsychiatric disorders found in children, and they frequently co-occur in the same individual [60, 61] . Tic disorders are characterized by bouts of brief, involuntary or semivoluntary movements and sounds. Tic disorders are classified as either transient (present for less than one year), chronic (motor or vocal tics lasting longer than one year), or as Tourette syndrome (TS), in which the presence of chronic motor and vocal tics endure beyond one year [3, 74] . ADHD is characterized by hyperactivity, inattention, and impulsivity.
j Abstract Background Tourette syndrome (TS) and AttentionDeficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) are common and debilitating neuropsychiatric illnesses that typically onset in the preschool years. Recently, both conditions have been subject to neuroimaging studies, with the aim of understanding their underlying neurobiological correlates. Objective The relation of TS and ADHD is discussed against the background of findings from previous Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) studies. Methods We review the designs and major findings of previous studies that have examined TS with comorbid ADHD, and we briefly contrast these findings with those in ADHD without comorbid tic disorders. Results The frequent comorbidity of TS and ADHD may reflect a common underlying neurobiological substrate, and studies confirm the hypothesized involvement of fronto-striatal circuits in both TS and ADHD. However, poor inhibitory control and volumetric reductions in fronto-striatal circuits appear to be core features of ADHD, whereas reduced volumes of the caudate nucleus, together with activation and hypertrophy of prefrontal regions that likely help to suppress tics, seem to be core features of TS. Conclusion The etiological relationship between TS and ADHD must be clarified further with cross-sectional and, if possible, longitudinal imaging studies that examine samples of substantial size, including subgroups with pure TS and ADHD, as well as with comorbid conditions. to indicate that both illnesses are present in the same individual.
Whereas the neurobiologic relationship between TS and ADHD is not yet clear, at least three etiological links between ADHD and TS have been proposed:
(1) TS and ADHD are variant expressions of a common set of vulnerability genes [17] , with one subtype of ADHD being a variant expression of the underlying vulnerability genes for TS [47] . Indeed, some investigators have suggested that both conditions evolve from disturbances in a shared neural substrate, such as dysfunction of the basal ganglia [18, 47] . (2) Two differing genotypes underlie TS and ADHD.
The frequent co-occurrence of TS and ADHD is likely attributable to a clinical referral bias in which the referral of children with hyperactivity or other behavioral problems to TS clinics is based on a misattribution of their problematic behaviors to tics [70] . (3) ADHD may be independent of TS in some individuals, whereas in other persons the ADHD may be secondary to TS [47] .
Gaining a comprehensive overview of the findings from neuroimaging studies of TS with co-morbid ADHD may therefore help to clarify further which of these mutually exclusive hypotheses concerning the neurobiologic relationship of these two disorders is correct.
Brain morphology has been a central interest in neuroimaging studies because it can serve as a measurable, mediating link between genotype and behavioral phenotype [44] . If a common genetic vulnerability does indeed underlie some subtypes of TS and ADHD, we can therefore expect to find a number of morphometric similarities in patients with either of the two conditions. The generalizability of the findings, however, may be limited because of the possibility that some TS subgroups may share a genetic vulnerability with ADHD, whereas others do not. On the other hand, if the high comorbidity rate of these disorders stems from a clinical referral bias, findings derived from measures in brain morphology should differ in patients with either TS or ADHD or both. Reviewing the discriminative anatomy may possibly help in defining endophenotypes or subtypes for each of these conditions [26] . For example, abnormalities in brain morphology, as detected in a common set of morphometric measures (within basal ganglia-based circuits, for example), may distinguish individuals who have TS alone from those who have either TS with comorbid ADHD, or TS with comorbid OCD [50] . We will therefore focus on studies that have reported on similarities and differences in brain morphometry between TS and ADHD.
Issues involved in imaging children with TS and comorbid ADHD
MRI has proven useful and appropriate in investigating pediatric populations affected by neuropsychiatric disorders, in that it operates without using the radioactive tracers required by Positron Emission Tomography (PET) and Single-Photon Emission Computerized Tomography (SPECT). Moreover, the safety of MRI has led to its successful application in longitudinal studies requiring the repeated examination of children [23, 24, 65] . The vast majority of published imaging studies in childhood neuropsychiatric illnesses, however, have used a cross-sectional study design with cases compared to controls. Conclusions concerning developmental trajectories must therefore be drawn with caution, and findings from these studies should be confirmed with longitudinal investigations [37, 49] . Although studies are able to detect differences in brain structure on a group level, to date, a single MRI examination cannot confirm or discount in a single patient a diagnosis of TS, ADHD, or other neuropsychiatric disorders (despite the frequent inquiries of clinicians regarding the potential uses of MRI as a tool for improving and supporting individual diagnoses), due to the subtlety of the deviations. In the future, however, such tools combined with other biological and clinical measures may be applicable to the subtyping of different neuropsychiatric disorders. Most likely this subtyping will involve several brain imaging measures (possibly even involving different MR modalities), as neuropsychiatric disorders are characterized by an impairment in brain circuits rather than by a single brain lesion.
All studies that aim to detect biological correlates of TS in brain morphometry must control in their statistical analyses for the high rates of comorbidity of both ADHD and OCD in individuals with TS [61] . In imaging studies of the neural basis of TS, individuals with co-existing conditions typically have not been excluded, whereas individuals with tics have often been excluded from studies that focus on ADHD [11, 14, 56] . A few reasons may explain the differences in inclusion and exclusion practices, including:
(1) Individuals with ADHD and comorbid TS, or even with simple tic symptoms, may represent a subtype of ADHD that is distinct from that of the majority of individuals with ADHD [16] . (2) Comorbidity with either ADHD or OCD is the rule rather than the exception in TS [61] , and a representative sample of individuals with TS explicitly should also include individuals who have comorbid conditions. (3) The lower prevalence of pure TS (i.e., without either ADHD or OCD) makes it less reasonable to exclude all patients with comorbid conditions in order to build pure TS samples, because studies would loose statistical power or stall recruitment.
Thus, three diagnostic groups typically have been identified in studies exploring the neurobiologic basis of TS: TS only, TS with comorbid ADHD, and TS with comorbid OCD. Most studies use statistical models that include all patients, while covarying for coexisting conditions (like ADHD or OCD). The statistical findings, however, should be confirmed in additional analyses by restricting inclusion to the primary diagnostic group of interest (e.g., TS only) and the control group [54, 55, 58] . Despite a loss of statistical power, this approach can help to exclude the possibility that findings attributed to the main diagnostic entity (e.g., TS) in fact reflect a co-existing condition (e.g., ADHD or OCD) [10] . Others have suggested that a corresponding contrast group (i.e., individuals with ADHD only) ideally should be included in neuroimaging studies of brain structure in persons with TS and comorbid ADHD [10] . Only a few studies, however, have included a contrast group with ADHD only, and the sample sizes of these studies were comparatively small [7, 10, 21, 34] . We will therefore review the main findings from imaging studies on individuals with TS and comorbid ADHD, as well as those from relevant studies of ''pure'' TS.
Findings from neuroimaging studies of TS with comorbid ADHD j Basal ganglia
The current model for tic generation and modulation involves various portions of cortico-striato-thalamocortical (CSTC) circuits [2, 38, 39] , which comprise segregated, largely parallel loops between the cortex and subcortex [2] . The cortex projects to striatal portions of these circuits; the striatum in turn sends projections to the globus pallidus (the substantia nigra and the thalamus), whose various nuclei send projections back to the cortex. Although the etiology of tics is unknown, they are thought by some to occur when a cluster of hypofunctional striatal neurons becomes active. This neuronal activity likely causes a non-voluntary inhibition of the efferent neurons of the basal ganglia, which in turn may lead to the disinhibition of a motor pattern generator in the cortex, ultimately releasing an involuntary movement [1] .
Early imaging studies reported conflicting findings concerning the volumes of the basal ganglia ( Table 1) . The first volumetric imaging study of the basal ganglia in TS [52] , which included 14 adult patients and 14 healthy controls, found decreased volumes of the left lenticular nucleus (putamen and globus pallidus combined) in the TS group compared with the control group. This TS sample, however, did not include individuals with comorbid ADHD.
The findings of reduced volumes of the left lenticular nucleus were confirmed in an MR volumetric study in children with TS [66] , in which 18 children with TS and comorbid ADHD and 19 children with TS only were compared to 18 control children. Children with TS and comorbid ADHD showed a trend toward a smaller left globus pallidus in both males and females. Moreover, normal lenticular asymmetry was either reduced or reversed (right-larger-than-left lenticular nucleus) in the group of subjects with TS and in the group with TS and comorbid ADHD.
In another study [30] , basal ganglia volumes were measured in 10 pairs of monozygotic twins (aged 9-31) who were discordant across co-twins for the severity of their tics. Volumes of the lenticular nucleus did not differ between co-twins, but the caudate nuclei were smaller (on average, by 6%) in the twins who had the more severe tic symptoms. The absence of a control group in this study design, however, prevented a determination of whether both twins presented a genetically determined reduction in volume of the caudate. Moreover, the analyses in this study did not control for comorbid disorders [10] .
The most recent anatomical MRI study of the basal ganglia examined the volumes of the caudate nucleus, globus pallidum, and putamen in 154 children and adults with TS (26.6% with comorbid ADHD and 33.1% with OCD) and 130 healthy control subjects [55] . This study, the largest of its kind, represented considerable advances in neuroimaging methodology, particularly in its increased image resolution and contrast, thus allowing for more precise measurement of basal ganglia volumes. Results from this study indicated that volumetric abnormalities in the basal ganglia of both children and adults with TS were specific to the caudate nucleus. Smaller volumes of the putamen and globus pallidus, on the other hand, were found in adults but not in children with TS. Comorbid ADHD was not significantly associated with alterations of basal ganglia volumes beyond the alterations that were accounted for by the presence of TS (OCD, by contrast, was associated with a smaller putamen). The smaller caudate volumes in the children with TS are consistent with findings of a smaller caudate nucleus in children with ADHD below the age of 16 [14] , yet around the age of 16, caudate volumes appeared to normalize in teenagers with ''pure'' ADHD [14] .
In the first prospective study in TS of imaging measures as predictors of clinical course, children from this sample were examined as young adults to measure tic severity and OCD symptoms [8] . This analysis showed that the volume of the caudate nu-cleus in childhood significantly predicted tic severity and OCD symptom severity in adulthood. Again, comorbid ADHD had no significant statistical influence on outcome.
The results of these anatomical imaging studies have several implications for understanding the role of the basal ganglia in the pathophysiology of TS and comorbid ADHD. First, the presence of significantly smaller caudate nuclei in both children and adults suggests that hypoplasia of the caudate nucleus may represent a trait morphological abnormality in persons with TS. Second, decreased caudate nucleus volumes that persist into adulthood imply that the caudate nucleus is not a prime target for plastic changes in response to the presence of tics, nor is it a likely candidate for the cause of the normal attenuation of tic symptoms during adolescence. Third, the co-occurrence of ADHD did not statistically alter the findings on basal ganglia volumes in subjects with TS.
j Cortical regions
Whereas anatomical studies suggest that reduced volumes of the caudate nuclei may be the locus of trait abnormalities in children and adults with TS, cortical portions of CSTC circuits are thought to be involved in the modulation and suppression of tic symptoms in individuals with tics [38, 39, 53, 67] . The modulation of tics through prefrontal regions is thought to occur via fronto-striatal circuits. These circuits mediate selfregulatory control in various domains that are known to mature late in the time course of brain development [22, 43] , during late childhood and adolescence [65, 68] . In a sample of 155 children and adults with TS and 131 normal control subjects, a cortical parcellation schema based on callosal landmarks was used to parcellate the cerebrum into eight cortical regions that included both white and gray matter. The prefrontal region was segmented into left and right dorsal prefrontal and orbitofrontal regions. Larger dorsal prefrontal volumes were detected in children with TS, whereas smaller dorsal prefrontal volumes were observed in adults with TS [54] . Larger cortical volumes in both the orbitofrontal and parieto-occipital regions were significantly associated with fewer tic symptoms in adults with TS. In a separate analysis of the children from this sample (age <18 years), 42 pure TS subjects (no lifetime diagnosis of OCD or ADHD) who had no prior exposure to typical or atypical neuroleptics were compared with 67 healthy controls. Results were similar to those obtained for the comparison of the entire sample of TS and control children, suggesting that neither comorbid ADHD/OCD nor prior neuroleptic exposure influenced the findings significantly. Diagnoses of ADHD or OCD in the TS subjects, however, were associated as covariate main effects with larger cerebral volumes at trend levels of significance (P = .09 and P = .06 respectively), and a diagnosis of ADHD in TS subjects was associated with smaller ventricular volumes at a trend level of significance (P = .06).
These inverse correlations of prefrontal volumes with age suggest that the larger prefrontal volumes found in children with TS could represent compensatory or adaptive processes in the brains of these children that help to attenuate the severity of tics. This developmentally based interpretation should be regarded with caution because of the cross-sectional design of the study. Nevertheless, it is supported by findings from an fMRI study of effortful tic suppression in adults with TS, which showed that prefrontal cortices activated robustly during the suppression of tics [53] . The frequent need to suppress tics continuously in diverse social settings would activate these prefrontal regions regularly and frequently. This repeated activation could then induce activity-dependent, plastic hypertrophy of prefrontal cortices in children and adolescents with TS, probably through a reduced rate of pruning of the prefrontal regions during brain maturation [65, 68] .
Activity-dependent plasticity and hypertrophy within prefrontal regions in turn would help to attenuate tic severity by increasing inhibitory reserve and the capacity for self-regulatory control. This interpretation of the anatomical and fMRI findings in prefrontal cortices is consistent with the known role of the dorsal prefrontal region in subserving selfregulatory control [22, 43, 71] . In addition, a higher proportion of white matter has been detected in the right frontal lobe of 11 boys with TS, but not 14 boys with comorbid TS-ADHD and 12 with ADHD-only, compared to 26 HC subjects [21] . The total volume of the frontal lobe (i.e., combined cortical gray and white matter) in the TS group, however, did not differ from that in the control group in this study. In contrast, both individuals with TS and comorbid ADHD and individuals with pure ADHD had smaller overall frontal lobes. A higher proportion of frontal white matter in the TS group supports the hypothesis that fronto-striatal tracts are involved in the pathophysiology of TS. Statistical analyses were performed while using TS and ADHD as variables in the statistical models. This approach, however, did not allow investigators to distinguish morphometric differences of the brain that were specific to either TS or ADHD from the morphometric differences specific to comorbid TS and ADHD.
The hypertrophic prefrontal cortical regions in children with TS contrast with findings in children with ADHD alone, who have repeatedly exhibited reduced prefrontal volumes [11, 13, 20, 69] , consistent with their problems in controlling impulsive behavior [15] . Findings of smaller prefrontal regions in adults with TS, however, agree with the few neuroanatomical studies of adults with ADHD, which have reported reduced orbitofrontal volumes [28] and reduced overall volumes of cortical gray matter, prefrontal regions, and ACC [63] .
j Corpus callosum
The corpus callosum (CC) has been a central focus in studying the biological correlates of TS since the early reports suggesting the presence of abnormal brain lateralization in the disorder. The unilateral character of the initial findings from the basal ganglia-i.e., decreased volumes of the left lenticular nucleus [52] and a loss of the physiological left-greater-than-right asymmetry of the basal ganglia [66] -raised the question of whether individuals with TS would exhibit loss of the normal asymmetric organization of the CNS [75] . In this respect, the CC is a structure of central interest because of the various roles it plays in lateralization of the brain [62] . First, the CC is thought to mirror brain asymmetry and hemispheric specialization [5] . Second, anatomical changes of the CC may represent indirect evidence for alterations in cortical tissue, especially for alterations of the frontal and prefrontal cortical areas, which send widespread, intertwined fibers through the genu and the body of the CC [29] .
The first study of the CC in individuals with TS, which included 14 young adults with TS and 14 control subjects, revealed a reduced size of all subregions of the CC in the TS group compared with controls [51] . This study, however, did not include individuals with comorbid ADHD. A second study compared the size of the CC in 16 children with TS, in 21 children with TS-ADHD, in 13 children with ADHD only, and in 21 control children [7] . The group with TS alone had a larger CC on average, whereas the group with comorbid TS-ADHD had an intermediate CC size, and the group with ADHD alone had a reduced CC size. To evaluate the effect of gender on CC size in TS, another study included 10 girls with TS, 9 girls with a comorbid TS-ADHD, and 22 control girls [46] . The absence of differences in CC size across diagnostic groups was interpreted as indicating that differences in the size of the CC in the TS group were restricted to boys. These studies shared the disadvantage of not having realigned midsagittal MR images prior to measuring the CC [59] . The failure to realign midsagittal slices when defining the CC may increase inter-individual differences in measurement of its size, simply because of differences in midline placement of the heads of subjects in the scanner.
The most recent study of CC size [58] examined 158 subjects with TS and 121 controls (5 to 65 years of age) in a cross-sectional design using CCs realigned to true midline. Subjects with TS had smaller overall CCs compared with controls. These reductions in size were found to depend significantly on the age of the subject, with smaller CCs present primarily in children with TS compared with healthy control children and larger CCs primarily in adults with TS compared with healthy adults. The sizes of the CC and its subregions correlated with the severity of motor tics, indicating that a smaller CC may have a protective or compensatory function in subjects with TS. Having a smaller CC could therefore represent a compensatory, plastic response to the presence of tics, similar to the postulated role of the larger prefrontal cortex found in children with TS. Furthermore, CC size correlated inversely with volumes of the prefrontal cortex in both the TS and control groups, although the magnitudes of these inverse correlations were significantly greater in the TS group. This exaggeration presumably represented an adaptive or compensatory process in the brains of individuals with TS, given that smaller CCs and larger prefrontal cortices were both associated with less severe tic symptoms. The putative plastic process that produced a smaller CC may have reduced excitatory input from the CC to the inhibitory GABAergic interneurons in the prefrontal cortex [9, 36] . This postulated reduction in numbers of inhibitory GABAergic interneurons would produce enhanced prefrontal output (because the prefrontal cortex receives less transcallosal inhibition), which in turn may increase the suppression of tics (which are themselves mediated through fronto-striatal connections). Over time, the prefrontal cortex may become hypertrophic because of frequent use, thereby enhancing the prefrontal self-regulatory control in persons with TS. As an alternative explanation, a smaller CC in children with TS may signal a less severe form of TS and produce an outcome with fewer tic symptoms, and hence it could have a protective function in the disorder. A larger CC and smaller prefrontal regions, in contrast, would signal the presence of a more severe form of TS. The positive associations of CC size with tic severity in this study do not support this latter alternative; however, its cross-sectional design prevents definitive support for one or the other of the two hypotheses.
Findings of smaller CCs in subjects with TS have recently been extended to the fiber tracts that compose the CC as measured by Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) in 20 boys with TS (5 boys with a comorbid ADHD) and 20 control boys (aged 10-18 years) [57] . DTI measurements [6] showed that boys with TS had lower Fractional Anisotropy values in all regions of the CC. The degree of anisotropy depends both on the number of fibers and on the thickness of the myelin sheaths that surround nerve fibers [48] . Recent Pure ADHD: smaller CC (P < .004). studies document the correlation of the degree of myelination with changes of anisotropy, as measured by DTI during brain maturation in infants and toddlers [27] . Thus, these DTI findings again point to the presence of reduced interhemispheric connectivity in children with TS. A comorbid diagnosis of ADHD did not influence the findings, as shown by excluding all individuals with ADHD (and with OCD) from statistical analyses.
The impetus for examining the CC in TS stemmed from previous reports of reduced structural brain asymmetry of the basal ganglia in patients with TS. The hypothesis of abnormal functional brain lateralization, however, has not been confirmed in subsequent studies or in other reports studying anatomical and functional brain lateralization in TS [41, 54, 55] . Reported findings of morphometric and functional deviations of callosal measures [41, 57, 58] are, however, consistent with findings that implicate prefrontal brain regions in tic suppression in TS [53, 54] .
Conclusion
Evidence from neuroimaging studies that included both individuals with TS alone, and individuals with TS and comorbid ADHD, suggest that comorbid ADHD does not significantly alter the primary findings in samples of individuals with TS, thus providing a degree of support for the hypothesis of a shared genetic vulnerability as expressed in deviations of brain morphology in these comorbid conditions. Moreover, these studies support the hypothesized involvement of the striatum in the genesis of tics, while at the same time suggesting strongly that reduced volumes of the caudate nucleus represent a manifestation of a genetic vulnerability to TS [8, 55] . The nonsignificant influence of comorbid ADHD on basal ganglia volumes in individuals with TS may suggest that a reduced volume of the caudate nucleus represents a shared, genetically mediated etiology for TS and ADHD. This possibility is further strengthened by neuroimaging findings from children and adolescents with ADHD alone, which show a reduced size of the right [11] [12] [13] and left caudate nucleus [11, 20, 64] . The functional significance of a smaller caudate nucleus may, however, differ across diagnostic groups. Striatal dysfunction in ADHD has been implicated in impaired inhibition: children with ADHD show a reduced activation of striatal regions during a ''go-no-go'' task compared with healthy control children [19, 72] . Children and adults with TS, on the other hand, show impaired probabilistic learning, which is mediated by striatal regions [35, 42] . These findings suggest that a smaller caudate may have differing functional implications in TS and ADHD.
When examined in isolation, TS and ADHD differ in their influences on regions of the brain outside of the basal ganglia. For example, children and adolescents with ADHD have reduced prefrontal volumes [11, 13, 20] , especially in the inferior aspects of prefrontal cortices [69] , whereas children with TS have larger prefrontal cortices, especially its dorsal portions [54] . Moreover, a recent study confirmed that adults with ADHD have reduced prefrontal volumes compared with normal controls [63] . Findings from studies of individuals with pure ADHD therefore initially may appear to contradict the idea that comorbid ADHD in individuals with TS does not alter findings of increased prefrontal volume in children with TS [54] . One explanation may be that the ADHD observed in children with TS represents a subtype distinct from that of ADHD alone [50] . Alternatively, the continuous need in children with TS to control tics, thereby leading to increased prefrontal volumes, could outweigh the influence of comorbid ADHD on development of the frontal cortex. However, this overriding influence of TS on prefrontal development would arguably attenuate symptoms of hyperactivity in these patients, a phenomenon that has not yet been observed. On the contrary, tics themselves may cause distractibility or even a secondary attention deficit in some individuals [47, 70] . Indeed, the use of relatively small sample sizes in studies of children with coexisting TS and ADHD may have generated underpowered mapping of cerebral measures.
Whereas a reduction in the size of the corpus callosum has been reported both in children and adolescents with pure ADHD [7, 25, 32, 33, 40, 64] (for an overview, see [62] ) and in those with TS [58] , these reductions may be associated with a different mechanism for each condition. In ADHD, one could speculate that a smaller CC (especially the most anterior part of the CC) may represent a decrease in the number of CC fibers stemming from hypoplasticity of the prefrontal cortex. To our knowledge, this hypothesis has not yet been tested formally in any study. In persons with TS, however, a smaller CC has been shown to correlate with an increase in prefrontal volumes [58] . The reduced size of the CC in TS has thus been understood as a compensatory mechanism that likely enhances prefrontal functioning, thereby facilitating self-regulatory control of tic behavior; less callosal ''trafficking'' may reduce inhibitory influences on prefrontal functioning (thought to be mediated via GABAergic interneurons) (Fig. 1) .
Based on findings of reduced volumes of the caudate nuclei in children with TS and in children with ADHD alone, as well as in children with TS and comorbid ADHD, we conclude that findings from neu-roimaging studies so far do not exclude the possibility of a shared genetic vulnerability in TS and ADHD for the basal ganglia. The effects of TS on morphometric features of other brain regions (e.g., prefrontal cortical regions) differ from those of ADHD, however. The hypertrophic dorsal prefrontal cortex in children with TS appears to evolve as an activity-dependent, neuroplastic response to the need to suppress tics, whereas prefrontal hypoplasia in children with ADHD alone has been hypothesized to be a core feature of the condition that therefore is likely genetically mediated [73] . Thus to date, neuroimaging studies cannot conclude unambiguously whether TS and ADHD share an underlying genetic vulnerability that is expressed in coincident features of brain structures, or whether the high rates of comorbidity are mainly attributable to a clinical referral bias. The etiological relationship between TS and ADHD must be clarified further with cross-sectional and, if possible, longitudinal neuroimaging studies that use samples of substantial size, and that include groups with pure TS, pure ADHD [4] , and individuals with comorbid conditions (i.e., using a 2 · 2 factorial design; Banaschewski et al., this issue). 1 Suggested model for the interplay of prefrontal and callosal changes that enhance tic suppression. Tic suppression is most likely mediated through prefrontal cortical fibers that ultimately control motor activity through CSTC circuits. Reduced interhemispheric connectivity may lead to reduced inhibition of prefrontal neurons and thus may facilitate tic suppression. We suggest that mechanisms of experiencedependent axonal and synaptic pruning are more pronounced in the CC of those individuals in the TS population who have been successful in developing the ability to suppress tics, whereas the pruning in the cortical regions is slowed as a result of continuous activation due to tic suppression
